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Quark propagators, quark-antlquark Green functions and

photon selfenergy operator П [К/ are considered in the

background ( a n t i ) s e l f d u a l f i e l d . The cases of a homogeneous

selfdual f ie ld in d=4 and magnetic f i e l d in d=2 are s tu-

died in d e t a i l . I s o l a t e d quarks and quark-antiquark p a i r s are

shown to be confined i n those cases with the quadratic form

of confining p o t e n t i a l . In the space f i l l e d with domains of

the homogeneous f ie ld with random d i r e c t i o n s the confining

p o t e n t i a l i s of l i n e a r form, and the e o l o r l e a s qq p a i r j

not confined,
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1. Introduction.

The confinement of quarks and gluons may be thought of as

an interplay of different mechanisms, where 1) properties of

vacuum background fields, 2) quantum fluctuations around this

background (gluons) and correlations between quarke and gluons

in the vacuum and 3) backward action of quark sources on the

vacuum fields all combine to produce the observable picture of

vacuum and hadrons.

It is known for some time, however, P-6J that the picture

of strong background vacuum field of fenti)selfdual character

can explain most phenomenological and Monte Carlo results,

namely: the gluon condensate [Зу, the hierarchy of hadronic

scales in different J channels |_3J ; OZI rule violation |4j ;

strong mixing in 0",0
+
 channels [_2J; appearance of zero quark

modes and a possible mechanisms of the chiral symmetry breaking

due to zero mode mixing L^J* ^^
e
 *

a c
* that both gluon conden-

sate and topological susceptibility correspond to approximately

one topological charge per 1 fm
4
 [isj.

It is tempting therefore to assume that the main proper-

ties of the QCD vacuum (such as confinement and chiral symmetry

breaking ) can be explained by the vacuum background fields

only and take into account the effects enumerated above by 2)

and 3) In the next approximations. To make our program explicit
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and in the spirit of work£2j tie represent the color vector

potential in the vacuum as

where /lib, sz ^('Я) *
8
 °*

 a
 quasiclasgical origin and

is somehow made of classical solutions, whereas CLu =0'g°)

is a quantum fluctuation. To be consistent one should assume

that the background field Af*) 'ft?
 i 3

 large and

therefore %(F)
 i s a sma3

-l quantity. This way we make

our model not very realistic, since in real vacuum 3(^J

should be determined dynamically (e.g. from the minimum of the

free energy of the vacuum) and it will probably be of the or-

der of unity. Nevertheless keeping ntc- , r W large

(resp. §(£) small) we disentangle the mechanisms 1)-3)

and put them in action one after another, having in mind to

extrapolate afterwa-us &(F) t o moderate values of the

order of unit.

This scheme was used in £7^ to study general features of

quark and gluon propagators in vacuum fields. It was found
fields

f7J that periodic and "bounded" stochastic vacuum (exact mea-

ning see in £_7j and Section 4) cannot produce the confinement

behaviour of quark and gluon propagators, i.e. a fall"off at

large Euclidean distances faster than the exponential one. To

ensure this behaviour one must have in vacuum a stochastic en-

semble of regions (including arbitrarily large regions) where

the field strength la roughly constant. This stochastic regime

is different from the ordinary Anderson localization regime

[jBJ (the latter produces only an exponential decay at large



distances) and it was called in L"J the superlocalization re-

gime.

The behaviour of quark and gluon Green functions at large

distances in the superlocalization regime

is similar to the behaviour of ал electron Green function in

the external homogeneous selfdual field \_Э}> The case of a ho-

mogeneous field and the case of a stochastic епзетЫе of do-

mains have both distinct and common features. It will be show:,

in a subsequent publication, that the stochastic ensemble of

domains with homogeneous (anti) selfdual fields differs frors an

infinite region of a homogeneous selfdual field in several res-

pects: a) zero quark modes of the infinite region re over into

a kind of (euperlocalized) energy band around zero for stochas-

tic ensemble; b) gluons with color direction parallel to the

background field propagate freely in the homogeneous abelian

field, but are confined in the stochastic ensemble with do-

mains of different color direction; c) there is no average di-

rection in color and space for a stochastic eneemble in cont-

rast to the constant homogeneous field in the whole R space.

This makes stochastic vacuum 0(4) invariant and color SU(N
e
)

invariant.

There are also common features. First of all, the homogene-

ous field propagators [э) behave as in (2) and consequently

have no singularities in momentum space at finite p . Using

those propagators one can calculate the photon polarization

operator Г/ (К) and other gauge invariant correlators.



It appears £i0-12J that /7 (k) in the quasiabelian homoge-

neous selfdual field also паз no singulaririea at finite к .

The potential between the quark and antiquark is quadratic and

bound states of q and ~q are confined just as isolated

quarks and antiquarks, аз will be shown in Section 3» 'Гпезе

features are unphysical and it is very important to find back-

ground fields ensuring linear confining potential and propaga-

ting white states. Here the crucial role is played by a sto-

chastic sequence of fields instead of the everywhere constant

field. We present below arguments and estimates that 1) for do-

mains of constant selfdual fields with uncorrelated directions

the potential between opposite charges is linear ; 2) a color-

less bound state emerges and propagates freely in the vacuum.

V/e try to elucidate all these questions also on simple models.

First v/e consider in Section 2 a quantum mechanical model of

two opposite charges in a 2-dimensional plane with a magnetic

field perpendicular to it. All main features of 4-dimensional

selfdual fields are already seen in this example, whereas the

case of a quark and antiquark pair in a homogeneous selfdual

field in 4d is considered in Section 3- The influence of

stochasticity and derivation of a linear interaction is given

in Section 4. In conclusion we list all main features of our

models which should correspond to the real vacuum.

2. A quantum mechanical model

2.1. Let us consider an electron and a positron moving in the

(x
1
, j£g) plane with the magnetic field H applied in thejdi-

rection. We disregerd (the trivial) spin dependences, because
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they have nothing to do with confinement and also because they

generate simple additive terms.

There are different solutions for one particle with mass

m moving in the constant magnetic fieldfdepending on which

quantum numbers are fixed)with the Hamiltonian:

H

Por example for Ai = " " * 1 , ^ Z ~ ^ there i s a

solution with fixed \>i

where X2e~ ~

The one-particle Green function for zero energy satisf ie

an equation

and has the following form (see e.g. \}Ъ\)% where we have ex-

plicitly separated the gauge-variant factor

(¥l*-
and where JCg (&) is the modified Becsel function. The

сазе of nonzero energy see in Appendix 1. Рог us it is impor-

tant, that the asymptotics of G(x,y) at large distances is

(for any energy Б)



which means that any charged particle is confined in the plane

(%O %*-} • I* i
s
 what

 o n e
 expects in the classical pic-

ture, where the electron moves around a circle in the (X'JXJ.)

plane and cannot propagate on large distances.

There is no discrepancy between the apparent propagation

in x
1
 direction in (4) and behaviour (8), since the energy

levels' (5) do not depend on />/ and in the spectral re-

presentation of the Green function

one does not encounter any singularities at finite Pf ,

which means confinement also in the x- direction (due to the

Gaussian dependence of V"A/6/ °n P-]
 o n e

 arrives upon in-

tegration over p^ to the Gaussians in x^ . This type of be-

haviour is typical for constant fields and we shall meet it in

subsequent Sections). Physically apeakinc, the Green function

(7) is the probability amplitude of a particle with coordinates

З^У-рУз)
 t 0
 reach a point " x U ^ x ^ ; therefore at the initial

point у one should take into account all momenta p^, p
2
»

i.e. integrate (4) over p^ which finally produces confinement

also in x.j due to the destructive interference of ^ . A

(4). This bilocal Groen function (7) is of physical interest

since the physical correlators are produced by the action of
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local currents: ^0 f J^x) J
2
(y)/ 0 ̂ > .

2.2. Now we turn to the system of a positive and a negative

charge in the кУи^з?) -plane in the magnetic field with the

Hamilton! an:

J~[ = 9 ^ г "
e
 J ^ ' -̂  0°)

Just as in the сазе of the Green function (7) it is con-

venient aloo here to separate a gauge-variant factor (this can

be done in different ways, see Section 4. here we choose a con-

tour r*, r* which enables to define a white-state wave func-

tion 3* )

where the path ( r , r ) goes along the straight line ia the

(1,2) plane. Subatituting (11) into (10) we obtain an equation

for т (r ,f ) in case of equal masses

p?~ Ef ; ^* *-' (12)

where __

(13)

The case of unequal mosses is treated in Appendix 3» The most

important feature of (13) is the appearence of a confining po-

tential / ^ X в J ae 0 S , which keeps two oppo-
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site charges together even in the absence of the interac-

tion potential V(n). Hote also, that P commutes with the

Hamilton!an H .

If V(n) is absent, one can always redefine

so that the dependence on P disappears in H and energy

eigenvalues do not depend on P . In this case for the four-

point Green function £f (Т*,Г*If>? ) w e c a n
 repeat

all the arguments concerning the spectral representation of

the type (9) and will come to the conclusion that the motion

o.f two particles 4- g. and — £. is confined both in coordi-

nates TI—r — Г and R . This conclusion is expected

since the Green function of two noninteracting particles in

the external field is proportional to the product of one-par-

ticle Green functions and each of those is confining.

The exact form of the two-body Green function is derived

in Appendix 2 in two ways giving the same gauge invariant part.

Namely, the Green function satisfies an equation

H Grfrjr'ifsfj* 5 (r-f)S(r'-f') (u)
A

where H is given in (10). If we put for simplicity

Б-я P = 0 , one obtains

_ —/

6f~(fi ?fj0jO)-= eyhlizjPip.dhi—ielApdip.jj-lFtr') ( 1 5>
о о

and



2 = Ш (
F
\ ?*) =

One cr.r, see that G is confining both in relative and the

с enter-of-mass coordinates.

If we want our model to resemble the QCD vacuum, we

should require that the confining force between the charges

n
x

I be replaced by a linear potential end a tcu- •:'

state of charges e and -e be propagating freely. An obs-

tacle to the latter property can be seen in (13) - this is the

terra linear in P :

I/, = -

where electric field £ s .̂yr» осе-ax's due to

motion in the magnetic field. It Is suggestive that the •

chastic changes ftjf directions of В r.ay kill К end ch>:.;..

confining force., giving rise to ац Б v era,.; с II' :-..х\ гг.г:'. ах. с"

type:

The- Hamiltonian (18) has already the correct feature: the

bound states can propagate freely due to the fact that I" ~

adds to the energy and no confining force is acting in the cen

ter-of-mass coordinate. If in addition <C& & 7 ~y goes

over into a linear potential, we would have a model embodying

main features of a realistic confining vacuum. In Section 4 we

will show that this really happens.
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3. Quark propagation in the homogeneous selfdual field

In this Section the Schwinger's proper time method

is used to derive a quark propagator in a homogeneous 3elfdual

field. We keep notations and units of \Ji\ and consider the

2 2 2 ? 2
Euclidean space; in Schwinger's notations x =x^ +х„ 4-х '>x. ,

but in c o n t r a s t to£_9J we take x to be r e a l ; T / $ * 7 / > J ~ ~ °M

lf~0 ~ — QL > jfo -^ ' ™^*s one-electron Green function

satisfies an equation

i _ . M
(2C)

where /'/*• ~ Hh ~ ̂  ̂ V*" • -̂ n ̂ "̂ie Proper-time forrna-

lism the Green-function operator and the effective La^rangian

can be written as

0

e.
( l 2 1 )

where

Exact evaluation of the* evolution operator e~ s in the

horaogeneoua selfdual field сазе yields the following final ex-
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pression £9J for G(x ,a. ) (with s-*-is)

tm

where

end

(24)

For the homogeneous antiaelfdual field one should replace
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In the zero field limit we obtain the free electron Green

function

The long-range behaviour of the Green function in the presence

of field is obtained from (24) by the steepest descent method:

with the condition eJ&^Coc-y) *> 1
 t

. ff
e n o t e t

het the

asymptotics (29) coincides with the non^elativiatic 2 dimen-

sional case (8). A generalization of the electron Green func-

tion to the case of a quark in the external homogeneous quasi-

abelian field

Ap. ~ —" Тр/Ху -£• ) f^y — ĵ/>/ Z$ (30)

is trivial: one should replace everywhere Ft*? according

to (30), so that terms linear in />^ acquire a factor

7j , while these containing Puif ^° a n even power

are proportional to a unit matrix in the color space.

The representation (24) obtained for the electron (quark)

Green function is not convenient to study the zero-mass limit.

Hamely, there are zero modes satisfying the equation

In the operator G (21) for large S (corresponding to small
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l 0) the term /\ effectively goes to zero, so that

the most divercing af m-* 0 contribution behaves as 1/m .

This is exactly the part due to the zero modes in the spectral

decomposition

(32)

To btudy the mucolesa limit of G it ia convenient to use

another repreaentation /i1,14-16j:

fp
т/ncre -JQ is the contribution of zero modes

fp

and for G(x,x') there is a connection to a scalar Green func

tion Л(х,х') (v/e keep definition of QL. trorr. Гэ] аз in

(26), which differ from [ 4 "] fc$cA

/4 (x,y) wan found in [_11,14jfor the horaosi-пеоиз selfdual

field (modulo 5Pu,y) factor)

The zero modes (localized at the point z ) have the form
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(for the field Аи - ~ z.

~ -Sri
where ^ satisfy an equation

* . •$•*,*-ft*

and the minus sign in the bispinor (37) refers to the anti-

self dual field. One can see in (35-37) that both zero modes

and non-zero modes have confining behaviour and their contri-

bution to the Green function decreases as a Gaussiant

The Fourier transform of (36) is easily obtained to be:

)

(38)

Prom (38) i t is seen that ^ (p) has no singularities in

the p- plane except at infinity and specifically at p=0

2i(peO ) я —в i3 f inite. At large Euclidean p ?• О ^L (p)

behaves as a usual propagator, /л (р) <** —5 , whereas in the

2 p

Minkowskian recion, p ^"0, i t explodes.

Now we come to the quark-antiquark Green function. Since

the quasi Abelian color dependence enters only in the form

Аи, *" *̂ з and does not influence any physical results ,

we shall actually derive the Green function for an electron

and a positron, ?/hile the final results fo^ the polarization

operator is qualitatively the same as for quork-antiquark

system.

Neglecting the interaction between electron end positron
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we have for the Green function operator :

A A
(39)

where /*/*• *
s
 *ke operator (20) for a particle and A

y

for an antiparticle. As in (21) we have

л
— ж — шш ш ш *~ лш ш ш ж л ж —*..^ ж ш

(40)

(41)

о
where .. л

To separate the gauge-variant factors we write

For the gauge-invariant piece, 4 , яе have the same re-

presentation as (40), (41) with the replacement Au~* Л

T _~ 7Г " -l*/_̂  -S*/ . '

\ '.'Т

(43)

(44)

We introduce the center of mass and the relative coordinates
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^ " (45)

to obtain /[ . Д in the following fcnr.;

(46)

(47)
i

4 P
For heavy quarks we сел keep only ш and rc terms in

(44) which results in (modulo spin-dependent unimportant terms)

/443)

liote the similarity of (48) and (13). Hence all the results of

Section 2 are also valid in the 4d space with "Hamiltonian"

, which describes the evolution of the states with the

proper time.

Therefore the total momentum -LA», can be absorbed by

a redefinition of the relative distance "V
v
 . As a result

yip will not depend on •*-*+•
 ш1(

^ moreover the Green

function Т(7' *) *-*- s does not have any singularities in

JL • Hence the total Green function

i s confining, i .e . the quark-antiquark system dees not propa-

gate.
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This conclusion holda true not only for nonrelativistic

particles (for which case (48) is valid) but also in the ge-

neral case, since in (46) and (47) J^ enters in the

same manner, as in (48). Hence we conclude that in an infinite

homogeneous (anti)selfdual field quarks, antiquarka and white

noninteracting combinations thereof do not propagate.

The arguments given above can be illustrated by the pho-

ton polarization operator in a constant self-dual electromagne-

tic field

(50)

For massless fermions it was obtained [

Using the properties of E^x) £i7j one can show, that

haa no singularities at the finite values of Q; it ,

means that i) quarks do not propagate and therefore their

mass-shell singularities do not occur; ii) the qq system

does not propagate as a whole in the selfdual homogeneous

field.

Note a misprint in [iij in the coefficients of two last terms

in (51), which are corrected in (51). The author ia indebted to

A.V.Smilga for a discussion of this point.
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The asymptotics of ПиуЩ) at large Q can be ob-

tained from (51)

and coincides with the operator expansion ][?,15,1б] if one re-

places <"^|/^> by 4B
2
.

The analytic properties of Пш in this case should

be contrasted with the case of the instanton background field

^3
t
1iJ, where there ie no confinement and f~Lf fa) has

2

singular!tiее at Q = 0 and free quark-mass shell singulari-

t ies .

4. Quark propagation in a stochastic field

In this Section we take for simplicity Abelian and quasi-

abelian noniiomop r̂.eous fields and consider an equation for the

Green function of several nonrelativistic charges of equal

masс m and zero energy:

f &° '

As a first step we separate the gauge-dependent exponent, as

in (7), (27), and write an equation for the gauge-invariant

factor

( 5 4 )
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Introducing a gauge-invariant quantity;

Г о '
we obtain for f(x7, x ) an equation(jc^sjt, Х(г)£ jET,

which is gau^e invariant if jfe — Xo = £ » %>-£-£>

and also in the case when x^ — jt =-^ , Й>~ iT̂-=»ife

The form of the path in the exponentials can be arbitrary {j8j;
f

for a quark-antiquark system it is convenient to choose a path . •

from "x" to x along the straight line connecting their

positions (the same should be done with the U coordinates). f

Thia prescription corresponds exactly to the representation I

(42).

In this case, introducing as in (13) the relative coordi-

nate and momentum У)
>
 ̂ -jf-JL and those of the center-of-mass

E, P , l.h.s. of (56) can be rewritten as follows

(57)

where

i

(56)

(59)

- ze.
In the 2-dimen'tiJnal case and the constant field P12» В the
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Hamiltonian (57) goes over into (13), and in the 4-dimansional

case i t coincides 'with (48).

We now study the influence of stochastic changes of rLj/

from one point to another in the (Euclidean) space-time. In

addition to that we must consider a stochastic ensemble of

field distributions Fu\/ weighted with some probability

function / CHIVJ (see e.g. (.19-21J). We shall assume

here that for the fall-off behaviour of Green functions the

Birkhoff-Hinchin theorem is applicable/ j_19j, chapter 1J , sta-

ting that the averaging over ensemble can be replaced by the

averaging over space dependence at large distances. To this

end one must use a representative ( i . e . a "typical") potential

• with stochastic changes in space-time and consider a long-dis-

tance. • ' behaviour of Green function for

such a potential. A tricky point of a correspondence to the

ensemble averaging will be discussed in a future publication.

As can be seen in (58), 1/(Xj 3CJ i s a quadratic confining

potential for constant fields. Suppose now that our d-dimei:-

sional space is divided into domains with the same magnitude

of magnetic field В , but with random directions (up and down

in the 2~dimensionai case). This type of vacuum configurations

has been suggested in [_22j. bet us fix jf = 0 and take x

at the distance L from the origin. One can treat U as the

square of a 2x4-dimeneional vector 7 l̂ T&j *>) , Vf* {XjXn^iKL,

In case of the quantum mechanical problem of Section 2, и = 3

i s fixed and the change ^ W, caused by passing the n-th do-

main is ^ Й, = + Б1 * (''"if)* ¥ J » w n e r e t i l € size of domain

is 1 and the field strength i s В , and IN « L . The prob-

lem of an average dependence U(L) = W, i s essentially an
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one-dimensional random-walk problem with changing size of

steps. In the 4-d selfdual field case (when only F
1 2
 and

F... are nonzero) the number of random components in "Jt̂ H-- *
3

two and the problem ia respectively a two-dimensional random

walk
1
 problem.

The average displacement squared ( Л z) after n steps

(each of the length a ) ia

? (60)

fop slowly changing length a one can replace the r.h.s. of

(60) by an integral J a (n)dn . Using (60) in our situa-

tion, we obtain for U(L)

- i* / . / — /

(61)

where the coefficient b depends on the number of dimensions,

type of domains <Чс. In this way, we have obtained the linear

confining potential between opposite charges (quark and anti-

quark) . It is essential that this potential occurs already in

2 2
the zeroth order in the coupling constant e » g , since we

assumed B « - and large, and not due to the gluon exchanges .
s

 2

between charges^which have the order 0(g ). Ths same linear

potential occurs in the equation for one-particle Green func-

tion that can be seen in the "proper-tirae
n
Eamiltonian" (23).

Similary, in the equation for two relativistic particles (46-

48) the term fi_ fc
y
 ПЛ should be replaced in the sto-

chastic case by (61). Kote, that in these cases the confining

potential does not depend on quark masses and is flavor inde-

pendent, in accordance with the quark potential model and

Monte Carlo calculations.
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Let us now consider the terme w., w~ (59). The first one,

w.j, in case of constant field domains [^Jreduces to a sum of

0 -function-type terms of alternating signs, arising frora

the walls of domains. Therefore w^ is bounded for growing

L • fx -x I and its average value is zero, so we shall dis-

card thia term in the future. A similar situation occurs for

w
2
 . It is thia term which eventually plays important role in

the confinement of bound states in the constant field, as it

was discussed at the end of Section 2. For a stochastically

changing directions of fj,^ the term w- oscillates

around zero average value and may be neglected in the first

approximation. Then we obtain a Hamiltonian

H - i
which explicitly realizes our expectations with respect to

qq" interaction: it confines quark and antiquark, but allows

for a free propagation of their center of mass.

The latter property can be seen from the qq~ Green func

tion, corresponding to the Hamiltonian (62)

f
( 6 3 )

or in the 4d space from (40) if we use (for stochastic do-

mains) an analog of (62) instead of (48) for H ; namely

f (64,

The poles of the Green function in ITm, at -tL ***

coincide with the poles of П Ч P) and П (?) has
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no singularity at infinite P and can Ъе continued to

the Minkowskian space.

We can take into account w« using perturbation theory

for stochastic interaction [_24j. Since the average of w
2
 is

zero, the first nonzero contribution to the Green function is

of the second order in v/
?
 which takes the form of self-ener-

gy correction ana due to (59) is proportional to X . Hence

an effective mass of the bound 3tate appears, being different

from the sura m..+m
?
.

5. Conclusion

We have elaborated in this paper an idea that vacuum back-

ground fields may ensure confinement. As an example we have

studied in detail propagators and correlators in the homoge-

neous selfdual field, whereas 2-dimensional problem of cx&ges

in magnetic field served as an illustration. It has been shown

that charges (quarks) are indeed confined in this field, but

(q$) bound colorless states are confined either. Splitting the

homogeneous field into domains with random field directions

makes two important phenomena: 1) a quadratic confining poten-

tial of the homogeneous field case turns into a linear confi-

ning potential; 2) qq colorless bound states are not confined

and therefore correlators have correct analytic properties.

The resulting confining potential is universal, i.e. de-

pends only on the vacuum properties such аз the field strength

В and the domain size 1 , and does not depend on quark mass

and flavor. The quaestion why and whether this type of vacuum

is realized in QCC is not discussed.



Appendix 1

Неге we calculate the Green function of one particle with

nonzero energy in the plane with magnetic field. An equivalent

to Eq.(6) reads

/ l?-c4 VT-E]Q fejje« J^/iVJ (АИ

As in the case of zero energy we look for a solution of the

form

For f(z) from (A.1) we obtain an equation:

with the solution

where 1g l^jffj ^ ^ a * n e confluent hypergeoraetric

function of the second kind £i7 J and С яг ^ а

In case when £-+O . one can use the relational 7j

(A.5)

and one recovers the Green function (7) .

The asymptotic в cf G(x,y) (A.2) at large / x - y / obtains

using the asymptotic8 of "Wrtfo *)"" 2 ~ . so that we get
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( A
-

6 )

which, qualitatively coincides with the zero-energy asymptotics

(8).

Appendix 2

Here we derive the nonrelativistic Green function for an

electron and a positron in the external constant field В ;

then the equation for the Green function is

n 1/ Гт sr f/4-Л 2a,Xz)- —, +/-!-%~ -+2AA

2./Г) К Ч L( ( 9Y/ J ?)(£ l (**£

— #7 (X- X / (л.з)

x
1
 ~f—

In v/hat follows we put
 л

 — X — О

The substitutxon

where 2t ~ —jr- ' * -f" X J , yields an equation for P(z):

with the solution

— Ж

. CA.11)

The constant С can be found integrating both sides of (A.8)
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around Jfijtr/ey'r- 0 ; in this way we obtain

*> —. mini
Htf1- ' T i l e e x P o n e n t in (A.9) can be r e w r i t t e n in the

form which r e v e a l s i t s gauge dependence: ^

L. 1 2 )

о ' • о '
Kote that for X Ф0 one would obtain the usual gauge-vari-

ant factors —

Therefore one realizes that P(z) i s a gauge-invariant quan-

t i t y . The large distance behaviour of G :. . from (A.11) i s

confining for both part icles, including their center of mass

supporting the arguments of Section (2), given after the Eqa.

(9) and (13).

Another way to obtain the Green function i s via the

coordinates *i = )t— X , R ~ ~"zT • If the Green

function has the form

then for 1 we have an equetion (;? = 0}J =-o)

The solution of (A.15) is readily obtained similarly to (A.9).

u
.

1 6 )

where z is defined in (.A.3 )• Comparing (A.16) and (A.9)



we see that both expressions coincide up to a phase factor,

which is different in both cases. This fact is due to the

gauge dependence: in (A.7) we have A • 0, whereas in (A.15)

A * J l P ^ j .We note that the phase factor is gauge va-

riant, while P(z) is the same in both derivations as it

should be for gauge invariant quantities.

Appendix 3

Hamiltonian of two charges with unequal masses m1 and

m2 in the magnetic field £>,

Assuming in (10) unequal masses and introducing relative

and center of mass coordinates we obtain

H -

l

where M f %k
if- К •и
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